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ABOUT JPW

JPW Communications is 
a full-service marketing, 
communications and 
outreach agency designed 
specifically for the public 
sector. We understand 
government because we’ve 
spent decades working in 
government. As a team, 
we leverage that experience 
to help public agencies 
better connect with the 
communities they serve 
and move the needle on 
important outcomes in 
communities throughout the 
United States.

TRAINING OPPORTUNITY

PLCommunicating in
Plain Language

CAFR, CEQA, EIR/EIS, EOC, PAC, PIO, TOT, ALUCP.  If you work in 
government, this alphabet soup is like an old pair of shoes: familiar and 
comfortable. But to the public, it can sound like a foreign language. We know 
that the public wants more frequent and consistent communication from 
government. So, how can we answer the call in a way that makes sense and 
is meaningful?    

A great place to start is by communicating in plain language about the 
important (and often complicated) work we do in government. We can’t change 
the fact that we deal with complex subject matter, but we can change how we 
communicate about it.  

This interactive training is based on years of experience working as in-house 
communication sta� at the state and local government levels. The training will 
give you tips and guidelines for communicating in plain language with both 
internal and external audiences, and allow you to put this training into practice 
right away through writing assignments and exercises. 

KEY TAKE-AWAYS:
• Understand why communicating in plain
 language is important
• Explore training methods and writing style
 guidelines that allow for your teams to 
 communicate in plain language, even with 
 complex information
• Learn how to get support from leadership
 for communicating in plain language
• Receive tips for centering your communications
 around “the why” of your agency project,
 not “the what” or “the how”
• Participate in hands-on exercises for
 communicating in plain language. Workshop
 instructors will be available to answer
 questions and provide high-level guidance
 and suggestions.

COST:
Four-Hour Workshop: 
$2,450
The four-hour workshop 
accommodates an unlimited 
number of participants and 
includes a plain language 
workbook and case study 
exercise.

Two-Hour Micro Training: 
$1,650
The two-hour workshop is 
limited to five participants.


